
Reconciled for Reconciliation  
 

Conflict: It Simply Is 

My friend and colleague, Betty Pries, has studied, taught and worked mediating conflicts between 

people in churches for many years.  When she explains her work to others, the response she often hears 

is “churches have conflict?”  With this response she immediately knows whether she is speaking with a 

person who attends church.  All people live with conflicts, great and small.  Christ followers are no 

exception.  In fact, Christians often bring to conflicts some common misconceptions that can settle us 

into conflicts rather than helping us to resolve them.   

The Misconception of Forgiveness 

Often the forgiveness we seek to emulate as Christians is mistaken for maintaining silence around 

situations that would be best clearly named, lovingly communicated and gently resolved.  What has not 

been named and reconciled lies waiting to emerge from beneath superficial interactions.    

 

The “Faithful” Thief 

Pretending all is well, attempting to be “nice Christians”, we live with lies.  We steal opportunities to 

build authentic relationships.  The ramifications are wide ranging.  When we fail to communicate 

honestly, we rob others of opportunities to know how they might have disappointed or hurt us.  We 

take away chances to clarify misunderstandings, to confess sins against God and sister or brother, to 

allow others to be truly sorry, to grant real forgiveness, which is the work of reconciliation, to attain 

unity of the Spirit in the family of God and to experience unhindered joy.  These multiple losses weaken 

our faith communities and rip-off hospitality.  What is beneath the surface is seldom completely under 

the radar.  Unresolved conflict and unhealed hurts may be unnamed, still they are palpable.  

 The silence of unspoken strife cannot be equated with peace.  Ill feelings are often perceived by a sense 

that something is just not “right”.  It isn’t.  Life together cannot be right without loving truth-telling.  

When we do not address the hurts or injustices we experience within our Christian communities, we 

may be fostering their growth.  One pastor I know told the leaders in his church that a conflict was 

“finished”.   This was his way of saying he didn’t want to hear any more about it.  The discord between 

leaders wasn’t finished.  It was, in fact, very much alive.  Yet, the “it is finished” directive from their 

leader left them feeling restricted from attempts to resolve it.     

The Mask  

When conflict goes underground and the atmosphere indicates that there’s something’s wrong, our 

core task as Christians is thwarted.   We are not any more attractive to be with than is a couple who 

invite us to dinner, who quarrelled before our arrival, yet greets with smiles.  No one is talking about a 

quarrel.   Many sense something is wrong.    

 

Running Over  

Real hurts and struggles churn beneath the surface.  Like soda-pop that’s been shaken, they can burst 

out in many directions.   Often, many people become the targets of misdirected and angry messages -- 



messages that could have been brought to one or a few appropriate people.  When one suffers, all 

suffer (1Corinthians 12:26). 

 

A Reconciling Community: A New Kind of People 

...anyone who belongs to Christ has become a new person.  The old life is gone; a new 

life has begun!  And all of this is a gift from God, who brought us back to himself through 

Christ.  And God has given us this task of reconciling people to him.  For God was in 

Christ, reconciling the world to himself, no longer counting people’s sins against them.  

And he gave us this wonderful message of reconciliation.  So we are Christ’s 

ambassadors; God is making his appeal through us.  We are speaking for Christ when we 

plead, “Come back to God!” 2 Corinthians 5:17-20  

When we claim for ourselves the reconciling work of Jesus Christ, our primary identities are re-oriented.   

Our “new life” holds with it a distinct calling.  In Christ, we are God’s reconciled children given the task 

of calling people back to God.  Our lives model the reconciling work of the one we follow.  -- Or do they?  

When Christian communities become settled in conflict(s), their ability to be effective agents of 

reconciliation is compromised.          

 
A Necessary Courage 
It takes courage and vulnerability to go to another with a hurt or conflict.  It is a necessary courage.  The 

willingness to own and share problems and pain are precursors to authentic communities of people who 

are reconciled to God and each other.  Where there is courage to speak the truth in love and the 

humility to hear and respond gently, trust grows, loving relationships are visible (“your love for one 

another will prove to the world that you are my disciples” *John 13:35+) and others are more likely to be 

attracted, seeing a place to belong. The love and growth that comes by honesty is directed by Jesus 

Christ who says:  “If another believer sins against you, go privately and point out the offense.  If the 

other person listens and confesses it, you have won that person back.”  (Matthew 18: 15)   

It takes courage to effectively speak the gospel “truth in love” (Ephesians 4:15) to others.  It is a 

necessary courage.  We can begin by seeking to be the kind of attractive people who speak this way first 

to one another, modelling truth telling in our faith communities with humble listening.  Then we can 

more effectively speak the truth of the gospel beyond our communities making the “whole body healthy 

and growing and full of love” (Ephesians 4:16).  Then, reconciled we may truly be agents of 

reconciliation.  In obedience to our Saviour, let us offer loving, honest voices and refuse to live with a 

kind of silence that is unkind —to individuals and authentic communities.  

 

My prayer is that resources provided here will help our CBOQ churches, their members, boards, 

committees, staff and study groups to live with integrity, maintaining the unity of the Body of Christ in 

order to stay fully engaged in the reconciling work to which we’ve been called.   

Kathryn Smith  

Biblical references are from the New Living Translation 



 

 


